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SEPARATION OF VARIABLES FOR THE HAMILTON-JACOBI
EQUATION ON COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACES*
C. P. BOYER’, E. G. KALNINS AND P. WINTERNITZ
Abstract. The additive separation of variables in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and the multiplicative
separation of variables in the Laplace-Beltrami equation are studied for the complex projective space CP
considered as a Riemannian Einstein space with the standard Fubini-Study metric. The isometry group of
CP is SU(n + 1) and its Cartan subgroup is used to generate n ignorable variables (variables not figuring in
the metric tensor). A one-to-one correspondence is established between separable coordinate systems on S
and separable systems with n ignorable variables on C P. The separable coordinates in CP are char-
acterized by 2n integrals of motion in involution: n of them are elements of the Cartan subalgebra of
SU(n + 1) and the remaining n are linear combinations of the Casimir operators of n(n+ 1)/2 different su(2)
subalgebras of su(n + 1). Each system of 2n integrals of motion in involution, and hence each separable
system of coordinates on CP, thus provides a completely integrable Hamiltonian system. For n= 2 it is
shown that only two separable systems on CP exist, both nonorthogonal with two ignorable variables,
coming from spherical and elliptic coordinates on S2, respectively.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the problem of separation
of variables for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
(1.1) giJSx,SxJ=e
on a complex projective space Cp n with respect to the standard Fubini-Study metric.
Indeed we will prove that every separable coordinate system on CP with n ignorable
coordinates comes from a separable coordinate system on the real projective space R P
or equivalently on the real sphere S. Conversely, every orthogonal separable coordi-
nate system on S induces a nonorthogonal separable coordinate system on CP with n
ignorable coordinates. Moreover, we prove that for CP 2 these are all possible separable
coordinates.






Since CP n (with the standard metric) is a Riemannian Einstein space, the separation of
variables problem for (1.2) is equivalent to that for (1.1).
Recall [1], [2] that on any pseudo-Riemannian manifold M a local coordinate
system (x i} is said to be a separable coordinate system for (1.1) if it is possible to find a
solution IV of (1.1) depending on n-parameters X 1,"" ,X,, satisfying
(1.) ==(xi,X,..-,X,), det _.,i, 0
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where the function W is independent of xj for vj. This is sometimes referred to as
additive separation as opposed to multiplicative separation [3]-[5] of (1.2).
There are two natural types of coordinates [1]-[5]: (1) Ignorable coordinates x for
which Ox.gij=0. (2) Essential coordinates x for which Oxogijv0. Ignorable coordi-
nates are naturally associated with abelian infinitesimal isometries [6]. In terms of these
two types of variables additive separation can be characterized by the equations
(1.4)
xaxbS---’O for arab,
Oox.S= 0 for all a, ct,
OxxoS=O for alla,fl,
where a,b indicate essential coordinates and a, fl indicate ignorable coordinates. The
pseudogroup 62 of coordinate transformations which leaves invariant this system of
equations is given by
(1.5) xta--Sa(xa), x’a--XAxB+Xf(xa )
a
where det(A)v0. Such transformations thus preserve separation; hence we say that
two coordinate systems {x’i) and {x i} are equivalent if they can be related by a
transformation in 62. By abuse of language a separable coordinate system will mean an
equivalence class of separable coordinate systems.
On a Riemannian manifold every separable coordinate system (x;} can be brought
to the canonical form [2]
(1.6) (giJ)-[abH20 gab0 ]
by a member of o, where ab is the Kronecker delta and the functions H and gat are
specified as follows: (1) The quadratic form Q-Y,aH2(dx)2 is in Sttickelform, i.e. H
satisfies
xlnH 0.lnHi20lnH/2+ OxlnH2OxlnH+ 0xlnH 0xlnH-0
for j 4:k. (2) Each function ga# is a Sttickel multiplier, i.e. the quadratic form ga#Q is
also in Stiickel form for all a, fl. The subpseudogroup c which preserves canonical
forms is given by the transformations (1.5) withf constant. All our coordinate systems
will be in canonical form.
Suppose G acts on M as a group of isometrics with action q,: G M-M. Then if
(x) is a coordinate system about pM, then q*(x) is a coordinate system about
-t(p). Furthermore, if {x i) is a separable, so is *(xi}. In fact (x i) and 4*(xi) are
conjugate and we deal with conjugacy classes under G. Thus separable coordinate
systems are classified up to equivalence under 62 G.
It is classical [7] that associated with every orthogonal separable coordinate system
there is an n-dimensional vector space of locally defined second order contravariant
symmetric C tensor fields Al,.-.,A, one of which is the metric itself and which
mutually commute with respect to the induced Lie bracket [3]. Recently [1, 2] this has
been extended to nonorthogonal separable coordinate systems where both first and
second order tensor fields must be allowed. Furthermore, practical criteria have been
given to determine precisely which tensor fields give rise to separation of variables [2],
[8]. Up to now this is purely local; however, we will say that a separable coordinate
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system {x} is globally admissible if the locally defined tensor fields A1,’-’,A extend to
global Coo tensor fields on M.
For the purpose of separation of variables it is convenient to consider the cotan-
gent bundle T*(M) with its canonical symplectic structure [9]. Let SP(M) denote the
vector space of pth-order symmetric contravariant Coo tensor fields on M and let S(M)
denote the direct sum S(M)-- pSP(M). Every tensor field in S(M) defines a unique
Coo function on T*(M) which is a polynomial in the canonical coordinates Pi associ-
ated with a coordinate system (x} on M and vice-versa. The Lie bracket operation in
S(M) goes over to the Poisson bracket operation in COO(T*(M)). The contravariant
metric g goes over to the Hamiltonian H0 for geodesic motion or what we call the free
Hamiltonian, and tensor fields which commute with H0 become constants of the motion.
Constants of the motion which commute under Poisson bracket are said to be in
involution. Since constants of the motion will be globally defined functions in
COO(T*(M)) if and only if the corresponding tensor fields are globally defined on M, a
globally admissible separable coordinate system gives a completely integrable Hamilto-
nian system [9], [10].
Now let the Lie group G act on M as isometries and denote by the Lie algebra of
G. Let 6L() denote the universal enveloping algebra [11] of . U() has a canonical
filtration.-- D (2)D (l)D 0. Denote by gr its associated graded algebra and by
’Lp--’(P)/’L(P-) the elements of degree p. 6Lp is naturally identified with the sym-
metric tensors SP(). The Lie algebra homomorphism of into the Coo vector fields on
M induces a homomorphism of gr into S(M). We will be particularly interested in
L2 S2(M). Recall [12] that a separable coordinate system {x i} is class one if the
corresponding tensor fields A,-..,A lie in the image of 2(), and class two other-
wise. It follows that every class one coordinate system is globally admissible. It is
known [8] that all coordinate systems on the n-sphere S are class one and hence
globally admissible. Similarly since the isometry group SO(n+ 1) of S passes to the
quotient--real projective space R pn, all coordinate systems on R pn are class one and
globally admissible.
An example of a space with coordinate systems which are not globally admissible
is given by the torus T obtained as the quotient space of R by the integer lattice. Here
the tensor fields associated with, for example, spherical coordinates on R n, do not pass
to globally defined tensor fields on T and thus spherical coordinates are not globally
admissible on Tn. Likewise SO(n) does not define global isometries on Tn.
There are two motivations for our work. First a study of separable coordinate
systems on Riemannian manifolds with a large group G of isometries leads through the
intimate connection [12], [13] between these coordinates and second order elements of
6"0() to an algebraic understanding of special function theory. Our article constitutes a
first step towards this understanding in spaces of nonconstant curvature.
Second, C p is of considerable interest in physics. For n--2 C P2 has recently
been used as a model for a gravitational instanton [14], [15].
2. The geometry of complex projective spaces. Let us begin by considering the
complex manifold C n+l and the standard complex coordinates (0} /- 1,- .,n + 1.




The real part g-Re/ of/ is just the standard flat Riemannian metric on C n+ ,. 2n+ 2
and the imaginary part Im/ of / is just the standard K/ahlerian 2-form on C"+ .
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Consider the sphere S2n+l in C n+ defined by
(2.2) E I’o1:-.
If 0 is the complex vector in C n+l whose components are 0, and we identify the
tangent space to C ,+1 at with C ,+1 itself, then the tangent space T,o(S 2"+ l) to S2n+
at 0 can be identified with the set {/jT,(C"+1): (0,)-0). Moreover, the flat
Riemannian metric on R 2,+2 pulls back to the standard metric on S2"+ .
Recall that the complex projective plane CP n is the set of complex lines through
the origin (0} in C "+1. Two points z,z’C"+l-(0} are equivalent if there is a
;kC-(0} such that z’-z. Then CP is the quotient manifold C+1-(0} P--CP n.
Every complex line through 0 intersects the sphere Sz’+ in a great circle. These circles
can be obtained as the orbits of the free circle group action on S2"+1 by
(2.3) oo eiao
and the space of orbits is just CP. This gives the well-known Hopf fibration
(2.4) S --) S 2n/l Cp
giving S2"+1 as a principal bundle over C P" with group U(1) --S 1.
Just as the tangent space to the sphere at a point can be determined by the
condition (e0,)-0, the tangent space to CP at a point [0]CP" (here [e0] denotes
the equivalence class determined by e0C ,+l_ (0}) can be identified with the set
(2.5) v.(c .+’- (0})-
Alternatively this is the set of Tto(S 2n+ 1) such that
(i,/j) 0,
But io is a vector tangent to the great circle determined as the intersection of the
projective line [0] with S2"+. Thus the tangent space Tt,oI(CP" ) is precisely the set of
vectors tangent to S2n+1 and orthogonal to the great circle determined by [0].
We can now put a metric on CP by requiring that the distance between two
points on CP be measured by the corresponding distance between two great circles on
$2+ 1. That is, for any tangent vectorsi T,,,(S 2"+ ), we put
(2.6) h (q./., ,//.,2 ) ](L /2)
where +/- is the component of which is hermitian orthogonal to 0. It is easily verified
that (2.6) depends only on rr,i, i- 1,2. in local coordinates if we put
(2.7) .+l (1 + [z[2)-1/2 2)--1/2
where Izl=-Izl + +lzf, we obtain the usual Fubini-Study metric [16] on C Pn, viz.
+ + izl )- i,.
where we are employing standard vector notation.
Consider again the Hopf fibration (2.4). The isometry group of S2"+1 (with the
usual metric) is the orthogonal group O(2n + 2). A necessary condition for an isometry
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b of S2n+l to project to an isometry on C P" is that q, lie in the centralizer C(U(1)) in
O(2n+2). But a straightforward computation using local coordinates 0 on S2n+l
shows that
C(U(1)) U(n+ I) U(1) SU(n+ I).
As is well known SU(n+ I) is the isometry group for the metric (2.8) on (3 Pn. (In fact
an effective action is given only by the group SU(n+ I)/;7+, but we will usually
suppress the 7/,+ and consider SU(n+ I) as the isometry group of CP".) We will be
interested in the maximal torus T"+C U(n+ l)C O(2n+2). On the coordinates (o the
action of Tn+l is given by
(2.9) o ei’i,
i-- 1,...,n+ 1. Notice that T"+l is a maximal torus both for U(n+ 1) and O(2n + 2).
Let us introduce polyspherical coordinates on S2n+1 by writing
(2.10) oi--sie iai, 0<si<oo, 0<cti<2cr.
The surface defined by eti-0 is an n-sphere S" given by
(2.11) (si)2- 1.
i--0
Furthermore, we recover the whole coordinate domain by the action of T
Now consider the circle group action given by (2.3). Its induced action on S" is the
discrete group 7/2- Thus the Hopf fibration of S2n+ induces the fibration of S" over




This diagram is fundamental in understanding the underlying geometry. The Fubini-
Study metric on C P" pulls back under (i o r)* to the standard metric on S ". However,
by (2.6) h pulls back under r not to the standard metric on S2"+ but to a degenerate
symmetric two form on S2"+ whose null space consists precisely of those tangent
vectors on S2n+ that are tangent to the great circles that are the orbits of S in (2.12).
This degenerate two form then pulls back under to the standard metric on S ".
3. Hamiltonian systems. In this section we discuss the relation between the free
Hamiltonian on C P" and a singular Hamiltonian on R P" with a certain inverse square
potential. This relation is an example of a general procedure in classical mechanics
known as reduction of the phase space. Although this procedure is classical, it has only
recently been understood in its proper context in the work of Marsden and Weinstein
[17] and Kazhdan, Kostant, and Sternberg [18]. In the latter work this technique was
used to obtain completely integrable Hamiltonian systems. Our interest is the classical
method of reduction of the phase space by ignorable coordinates and then using
separation of variables in the reduced system to give certain completely integrable
Hamiltonian systems.
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We briefly outline the reduction technique. For a more detailed treatment we refer
to the literature [9], [17], [18]. Let P be a symplectic manifold and its closed
nondegenerate 2-form. Let a Lie group G act on P by symplectic diffeomorphisms, i.e.
G leaves f invariant. Suppose further that this action is Hamiltonian, that is that for
every , the Lie algebra of G, the corresponding vector field # on P satisfies
(3.1) #.la= -d,
for some globally defined C functions q, on P. Now define the moment map:
:P* (the dual of ) by {(x),) =(x) where , ) is the pairing between and*. Now the map is G-equivariant, i.e. intertwines the G-action on P with the
co-adjoint action of G on *. Pick a point u* and assume that -(u) is an
embedded submanifold of P. Denote by G the isotropy subgroup of G under the
co-adjoint action. Suppose that G, acts freely and properly on -(u) so that the
quotient map "lru:-l(u)-->dP-l(u)/G is a submersion. Then Pu---l(u)/Gu is a
symplectic manifold in a natural way. It is called the reduced phase space. Furthermore
if H is a Hamiltonian on P which is invariant under G, then the reduced Hamiltonian
H on Pu is obtained by
(3.2) r*u H,= i*,H
where i,: -(u)--,P is the inclusion map. This brief description of reduction is that of
Marsden and Weinstein [17], whereas the reduction technique of [18], is more general in
that one chooses a co-adjoint orbit (9 of * rather than a point u. In the case consideredbelow the two techniques coincide since the group G is abelian.
Let us see how reduction applies in our case. The symplectic manifold in question
is P T*(C P"), the contangent bundle of C P". The symplectic 2-form is f] dO where
0 is the canonical 1-form on T*(CP"), G--T the maximal torus in SU(n+ 1) and its
action on P is Hamiltonian since P is a cotangent bundle. We can characterize
T*(CP") in homogeneous coordinates (o, .,ton+l) by using the Hopf fibration.
Identifying T,oI(CP) and Tt,,I(C P") canonically by using the metric on CP, T*(C pn)
can be identified with set of points ([0],p) satisfying
(3.3) Itola-1, to.p+.fi=0, o.p-o.p-O.
The moment map " T*(C P") * is given in homogeneous coordinates by
(3.4) Oi([ o ],p) 0pg- 0gp; (no sum)
where t*--iN is the dual of the Lie algebra t, of Tn. Notice that E;-0, so (x) is in
t,* C t*,+ and we can check that is G-equivariant. Now pick a regular point (d has
rank n) u-(iu,...,iu,+)t*, uN, with E’___+d ug-0 and look at -(u). We may
choose uv0 for all i= 1,...,n+ so on -(u) we have 0iva0. -(u) is a 3n-dimen-
sional manifold. The isotropy subgroup G of G--T, is T itself since G= T, is a
maximal torus. Moreover, since to 4:0 on -(u), T, acts freely and properly there, so
P, -(u)/T, is a manifold. A point of Pu can be represented by
lOi--Si real s-s= 1, s-s,
(3.5) pi=Yi+ iu (U fixed),
s’y=O.
But this is just the cotangent bundle of the real projective space N p minus the n +
copies of N pn- obtained by putting s=O.
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Consider the free Hamiltonian on T*(Cp n) given in local projective coordinates
Zi-- tDi/On+ 1, COn+ 1:5/=0, by
(3.6) H=4(1
Let us write the reduced Hamiltonian H in terms of the coordinates (si,Yi) on R 2n+2.
From (3.5) Pu is the immersed submanifold of R2n+2 given by the set ([s],yi) which
satisfies
s.s-1, s.y-0, si=/=0
where [s] denotes the equivalence class under the equivalence relation ss’ if and only
if s’- +-s. The reduced Hamiltonian is easily found to be
nl nl Ui2 n+l(3.7) Hu= Yi2+ --, X ui--O"
i--1 i--1 S/2 i--1
The fact that this Hamiltonian does not extend to a regular Hamiltonian on all of
T*(P) reflects the fact that the moment map (3.4) is singular along the surface
w=pi-0 as well as the fact that the coordinates (2.10) break down at si-0. These, of
course, are general features of reduction by angular ignorable coordinates.
A completely analogous argument can be given to find the reduction for T*(S2n+ 1)
and we will again obtain the Hamiltonian (3.7) on the reduced manifold Pu but without
the constraint u-0 by starting with the free Hamiltonian on S2"+ .
Let us now consider the reduction corresponding to the Hopf fibration. On
T,(S2,+ l) the moment map is
(3.8) O( w,p ) o .p- w.p.
So -(0) is just the set of (w,p)C 2 which satisfy (3.3). But the circle group S acts
freely and properly on -(0). Moreover, d-(O)/S is just T*(CP n) and the free
Hamiltonians on S2+1 and CP are related by (3.2). This completes the our discussion
of the reduction technique applied to the commutative diagram (2.12).
4. Constants of the motion. We are interested in all elements of S2(su(n+ 1))
which commute (with respect to the induced Lie bracket) with the maximal torus. For
any x,yS2(su(n+ 1)) put xy if x=--ymodS2(to). Let : denote the equivalence class
of x. Define -{xS2(su(n+ 1))’[x,h]-0, ht}. Since tn is abelian, [x,h]-0
implies y, h 0 if x ,-y. Moreover, S2(tn ) C (. Set
(4.1) -/S2(t,).
We wish to determine C. To do so consider the root space decomposition [11] of
su(n+ 1), viz. A-t@r+ @r-. It is more convenient to work with u(n+ 1)(R)C and
then construct the corresponding real form su(n + 1) by considering traceless skew-
Hermitian matrices. Consider the matrices Ej defined by putting a in the th row and
jth column, and zeros elsewhere. A basis for t is given by iEJ, j- 1,..., n + with the
one relation E + +n+-0.+ There are precisely n(n+ 1)/2 A subalgebras gener-
ated by El-E/, Ej, Eij, l<_i <j<-n+ 1. Let A’iJ denote these subalgebras. We are
interested in the real forms su(2)ig Let c;j. denote the corresponding Casimir invariant
[11] of su(2)j and ?ij .i.ts class in C. Denote by C the free vector space spanned by c;,
<_i <j<_n+ 1. Let A]J denote these subalgebras. We are interested in the real forms
su(2). Let c denote the corresponding Casimir invariant [11] of su(2)j, and ?ij its
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class in C. Denote by C the free vector space spanned by cij, <_i<j<_n+ 1. Let
su(k+ 1) be the compact real form corresponding to the Ak algebra generated by Ej,
1 <_i<j<_k+ 1, and let c2(su(k+ 1)) denote its Casimir invariant. Then
(4.2) c2(su(k+ 1))= E cij modSZ(t.)
<_i<j<_k+
LEMMA 1. As_ a vector space C has dimension n(n + 1)/2 and the set {?j) is a basis
for C. Thus CC.
Proof. Since c ---- Ej 63Emod S2(tn) _where 63 denotes symmetric tensor product,it is enough to show that Ej63E/ span C and that there are no _relatins-_ The laststatement is clear since as vector spaces C C U2(su(n+ 1)). Now let XC and choose alifting X of the form fl’E; (DE/.
jk jk
lm
X must satisfy [Eft X]-0, i-1,- .,n, and ts is independent of the choice of lifting.
The Lie bracket relations are ven by
(4.3) [ Ej, E] SjE/- SilEf
One readily sees that fl-0 and that the only nonvanisng a’s are a. This gives the
desired result.
Now consider the Lie algebra homomosm su(n + 1) C(T*(CP)) sending
su(n+ 1)C(T*(CP)). Lie brackets in su(n+ 1) go over to Poisson brackets
on C(T*(CP)). Ts induces a homomosm of U(su(n+ 1)) C(T*(CP)) with
multiplication in U going over to symmetric multiplication in C(T*(C P)). In partic-
ular, we are interested in the image of U(su(n + 1)) S2(su(n + 1)). Let C C
C(T*(CP)) denote the subspace consisting of homogeneous polynomials in the p’s
of degree 2. Denote by S2(su(n + 1)) the image of S(su(n + 1)) in C. We can check
that ts map is injective.
Denote by the images of c in S2(su(n+ 1)) and by the image of C. On real
projective space RP consider the isometry group SO(n+ 1) and its Lie algebra
so(n+ 1). Let (L} with i<jn+ 1, be the basis for the Lie algebra so(n+ 1) of
functions on T*(R P) given by
(4.4) -s,y-sy,
where (s,yi) are given by Q.5)z Using the notation of (3.2) and (3.5), we have
A Further-LEMMA 2. For eve AC there is a AC(P) such that iuA- u.
more,
where Y," +i=1 Ui Oo
Proof. By Lemma any ( is invariant under the action of the maximal torus.
"flu AThus i*A(q) depends only on "fl(q); hence there is an A C(Pu) such that i*uA- *
To verify (4.5) let (0t, .,0"+ ) be homogeneous coordinates on C "+ t. The Lie algebra
u(n+ 1) of functions on T*(C "+) is spanned by
L,=oP,-o’P,+c.c, ,=i(wP,+co’e)+c.c
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where c.c denotes complex conjugate and (oa’,P) are the standard coordinates on
T*(C n+ 1). On C pn choose projective coordinates which without loss of generality we





These generate an su(2) subalgebra for each =/=j= 1,.-.,n. In terms of this basis the
Casimir operator is
(4.6) i j Ti2s- Si2jot- ( Sii- )
2
Writing zS=(sS/s+)ei% j= 1,...,n and (sl)2+ +(s+)2= 1, a short computa-
tion gives
S
Restricting to -I(U) by setting P, u and by performing a straightforward computa-
tion using the formulas above gives the desired result.
Notice that the free Hamiltonian on S" is
u0- 2
<_i<j<_n+
whereas the free Hamiltonian on CP n is just
H=c2(su(n+l))= 2
<_i<j<_n+
(nbij-2(n-1) 2 p2+ 2 P P,O/i
i=1 i<j
Thus performing the double sum over -<i <j_<n + in the formula of Lemma 2 gives
precisely (3.2) with the Hamiltonian (3.7).
Assuming the previous notation we have:
LEMMA 3. is a constant of the motion with respect to the Hamiltonian H if and only
ifA is a constant of the motion with respect to the reduced Hamiltonian Hu. Furthermore,
two such constants of the motion ,4, J are in involution if and only if the corresponding pair
A u, B are in involution.
Proof. This follows directly from
i*(A,B) =r*u {Au,Bu).
5. Basic theorems about separable coordinates. It is clear that an understanding of
the separable coordinate systems on CP" entails an understanding of the separable
coordinates on R P" or equivalently S ". A study of all separable coordinate system on
S" is-currently in progress and we will here state and use a theorem whose proof will
appear elsewhere.
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On T*(Sn) the subset of functions spanned (over R) by the functions (4.4) form a
subalgebra of C(T*(Sn)) under Poisson bracket isomorphic with o(n + 1). By abuse of
notation we will denote this subalgebra by o(n + 1). Since the manifold S is class one
[8], all second order constants of the motion are in S2(o(n+ 1)). Let (R)CS2(o(n+ 1))
be the subspace spanned by diagonal elements I/2., <_i<j<_n+ 1. 63 has dimension
n(n+ 1)/2. The free Hamiltonian H-’i<jli2j defines a nondegenerate definite
bilinear form on o(n+ 1). The point is that for separation of variables on S n, it is
enough to study @. On Sn we can strengthen Theorem 6 of [8]"
THEOREM 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an orthogonal
separable coordinate system {x i} for the H. J. equation (1.1) on S are that there are n
functions A , ,An o, one of which, say, A , is the free Hamiltonian H, which are
(1) linearly independent ( locally);
(2) in involution.
Remarks. (1) The conditions (4) and (5) of [8, Thm. 6] are automatically satisfied
on S n. (2) This theorem is not valid on the complex sphere nor on real hyperboloids.
Let us now use the reduction of {}2 to formulate a theorem relating the separation
of variables on Cpn and S2n+l with respect to the free Hamiltonians with the separa-
tion on S" with respect to the reduced Hamiltonian H,. More precisely, the separation
takes place on the open set UCR pn defined by taking s>0. Since the Lie algebras of
infinitesimal isometries on Cpn and S2n+l are the compact forms su(n+ 1) and o(2n+
2), respectively, the maximal abelian subalgebras are unique up to conjugacy and have
dimensions n and n + 1, respectively. Thus we apply the reduction technique of section
2 to arrive at
THEOREM 2. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1, 1) on CPn(sZn+ 1) with the free
Hamiltonian admits a separable coordinate system {xi, aJ}, i= 1,...,n, j= 1,...,n (re-
spectively n + 1) with n (respectively n+ 1) ignorable coordinates (aM) if and only if the
corresponding coordinates (x i) on U separate the H. J. (1.1) on U with the reduced
Hamiltonian (3.7) (with the relation XT__--+l1Ui’-’O in the case of cpn).
Remarks. If the separable coordinates on U are orthogonal, then the corresponding
separable coordinates are orthogonal on S2n+ but never on C
We now state our main result.
THEOREM 3. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a separable
coordinate system {x i} on C pn with n ignorable coordinates are that there are n-functions
I, ,n one of which, say, , is the free Hamiltonian that are
1) linearly independent ( locally);
2) in involution.
Furthermore, there is a bijective correspondence between orthogonal separable coordinate
systems on U and separable coordinate systems on CP with n ignorable coordinates.
Before giving the proof of this theorem we will give some geometric background.
Let x be an orthogonal separable coordinate system for the free Hamiltonian H0
on S n. Then all constants of the motion A,...,A, are in @. The condition that
A,...,An be linearly independent (locally) means that A,..-,A span an n-plane in
n(n+ 1)/2-space. Clearly, changing the Ai’s by any GL(n,) transformation does not
alter the coordinate system. We have thus determined a point of the Grassmanian
G(n, n(n + 1)/2) of n-planes in n(n + 1)/2 space. Using I/ as a basis for 63, we write
(5.1) aa- X Ola’Iijij 2
i<j
where the sums run over <-i<j<-n+ 1, a= 1,. .,n. We will view (a/} as coordinates
in (nZ(n+ 1))/2.
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Since we are dealing with the free Hamiltonian Ho= c2(o(n + 1)), we fix A = H0.
in terms of the coordinates on R"2(’+ 1)/2, this is given by the linear equations
ij= for all <_i<j<n+(5.2a) a
’Sin order to determine a separable coordinate system the A must be in involution
under Poisson bracket. Since A is just the Casimir operator of o(n + 1), (Aa,A) = 0
for all a= 2,. .,n. The remaining conditions (Aa,Ab)-0, a,b-2,...,n are equivalent
to a system of first order partial differential equations which upon using (5.1) can be
expressed as the quadratic equations
(5 2b) X(,,ij,ik ij jk)--O.a tb b
where the sum is taken over the cyclic permutations on (i,j,k), and <-i <j<k<_n + 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let {-l =,J2,"" ",n} be n functions in ( which satisfy 1)
and 2) of the theorem. Let us write
X(r)Ci j
i<j
twhere a()j has rank n. By Lemmas 2 and 3 there are n functions Ar(U) A, r= 1, n
which are in involution and A(u)=H for all u+l satisfying Xi=l u=0. More-
J has rank n they are locally linearly independent for all u, in particularover, since tX(r
at u=0. But then AI(0)--H0, the free Hamiltonian on UCS, and A(0)63 by (4.5).
So by Theorem 1, there corresponds an orthogonal separable coordinate system
But we claim that {x) also separates the Hamiltonian H. To see this we change our
point of view and consider A(u) as functions on T*(S2+1) with n+ ignorable
coordinates ixJ, and P=u and drop the traceless condition on u. Again applying
Theorem there is a separable coordinate system (x,txJ}, i= 1,..’,n,j= 1,...,n+ on
$2+ 1. By Theorem 2 the (x) then separate Hu on U. Once more by Theorem 2 there is
a separable coordinate system (xi, otJ), i,j= 1,...,n, on CP with n ignorable coordi-
nates.
Conversely, given a separable coordinate system {x,aj} on CP with n ignorable
coordinates, the corresponding coordinates {x} on U separate H for all u , and in
particular they separate Ho. Thus by Theorem there are n linearly independent
elementsA of wch are in involution. We write




If we can show that the Ar(u)’s are in involution, then we can use Lemmas 2 and 3 to
get n linearly independent elements of which are in involution and thus prove the
theorem (including the last statement). We formulate this as a lemma.
LEMMA 4. The set {Ar(U)}, r- 1,..., n is in involution for all u n + if and only if
the set (Ar(O)} is in involution.
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Proof. The "only if" part is trivial. As before we consider UCR n+l and use
cartesian coordinates {si}, i= 1,...,n + in R n+ and {si,yj} in T*( n+ 1). We must
show that
ij kl 2Or O ([i/2j., Vkl] .qt_ [Vij,it])--0.
Now a straightforward computation gives
where
_
vi ,ik2t] ti jklilAf, tjikljl..[." ti jlkik_[., tjilkjk
SkYi--SSiY).tijk sf U s3i
U (2
Defining uijki--tijki--tji, we are reduced to showing that
(5.3) 2(_i2_i. .i2.2,,Otr as Uijki+r s "jikj) 0"
But an explicit computation shows that
Ujikj=
Sfi --ULJ--Uisk S 2Ijk
which satisfies
(5.4) UijkiAI- Ujikj= O.
That {At(0)} are in involution implies that {&r} satisfies equations (5.2). Combining
equations (5.4) With (5.2) implies the equality (5.3) and proves the lemma.
We end this section with two corollaries to Theorem 3.
COROLLARY. Every separable coordinate system on CP with n ignorable coordinates
is class one and thus globally admissible.
COROLLARY. For every orthogonal separable coordinate system on the sphere S the
locally definedfunctions 1/si2 are Stickel multipliers for i- 1,...,n+ 1.
Remark. As mentioned in 1, by a separable coordinate system we actually mean
an equivalence class of separable systems, equivalent under P G (where G is the
isometry group). However the statement of Theorem and its subsequent applications
require a specific choice of representative, namely one for which A @.
6. Explicit examples ot separable coordinates.
A. General n. In this case we discuss two examples; the most and the least
degenerate coordinate systems. The most degenerate is given by spherical coordinates
on S n, viz.
s sin.-. sinn- sin,
s2- sin. cos cosn,
s3 sin t"" cos
(6.1)
sn sin cos
Sn+ COS t 1.
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The separated equations on CP are
(6.2)







This corresponds to the group reduction SU(2) c--. C SU(n) c SU(n + 1), and the
corresponding Casimir invariants (4.2) give the relevant constants of the motion;
(6.3)
The solutions of (5.2b) are given by
ij ( 1, i<_j<_k,a,,+_- O, otherwise.
The least degenerate system is given by the general Jacobi elliptic coordinates on
S n, viz.
1-in I(xJ-- ei)j=(6.4) s/2- _<i_<n +
IIji( eJ-- ei)
where the constants e satisfy e <(x <e2< <x"<e"+. These are known to sep-
arate variables [7] on S ".
B. n 2. It is well known [19], [20] that there are precisely two separable coordi-
nate systems on S 2, spherical and elliptical coordinates. Thus by Theorem 3 we get two
separable coordinate systems on CP 2. We will now show that these are all the separa-
ble coordinate systems on CP 2. In fact we will prove a more general result relevant to
the study of selfdual gravitational instantons. We will make use of the classification of
canonical forms for four dimensional manifolds given in [5]. Since we are dealing with a
Riemannian (positive definite) metric, the only relevant types are B, C,F and H of [5].
Before stating and proving our result we give some background. Let V4 be a four
dimensional Riemannian manifold. Due to the local isomorphism between the groups
SO(4) and SU(2) SU(2), we can describe local four dimensional Riemannian geom-
etry equally well in terms of local orthogonal or local spinorial moving frames. For
example, if f] denotes the curvature two-form on V4, then with respect to an orthonor-
mal moving coframe {0 a) we have
(6.5) --Rabcd[gC/[9 d, a,b,c,d= 1,.--,4
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whereas, with respect to a local spinor coframe 0AA with 01]---’O +iO 3, 01--02+i04,





1-el- -el, ell-e2-0. We mention that S (S) is self-dual (anti self-dual) with
respect to the Hodge star operator on exterior differential forms. The decomposition
(6.6) is convenient because it realizes in terms of its irreducible components with
respect to the group SO(4). Here Cj6fi (Cnco) are the self-dual (anti self-dual)
components of the Weyl conformal tensor, Cn6fi is the traceless part of the cci
tenor, and R is the scalar cuature. V4 is said to be self-dual (anti self-dual) ifA 0
(g=0), and conformally self-dual (conformally anti self-dual) if Cco=0 (Cj6fi= 0).
TnOM 4. Let V4 be a conformally anti self-dual Riemannian space. Suppose
further that in V4 the Laplace-BeRmmi equation (1.2) is separable in the local coordinate
system {xi}. Then either V4 is conformally fiat or {x i} is type C and nonorthogonal.
Proof. From equations (6.5)-(6.7) we find
CaCD-- sa6(ABSCdcD)R abcd,
C,,i61j gab(i Scd6fi)R abcd,
where the parentheses denote symmetrization and SaB(Sa’) are the components of
Sn(Sjh) with respect to 0 0. Explicitly we have
Ciiii- C, =4(R,234-R 2314) + 4i(R1214+R 2334),
(6.8) Cilia- Cl 112- 2( R1413 +R 2324) + 2i( R1242 +R3431),
C]i- C1122= 8R 1324 + 4R 1234 + 4R 1423
and CAscn= CAscn and the same for dotted components. Now suppose (x i} is type H;
then by [5, Lemma 5] the only nonvanishing components of f] are R abba. Thus from
(6.8) C.4scn=O implies C,/i6fi=0. Suppose now that {x i} is type F. Without loss of
generality (by making an SO(4) gauge transformation if necessary) we can choose x 4 as
the ignorable coordinate. Then [21, eq. (37.4)] implies R abb4= 0, a, b- 1,2, 3 and the
result follows as before. Similarly if (x} is type B, we can use results of Petrov [22, pp.
174-175] to show that V4 is conformally flat. Now suppose (x} is type C and
orthogonal, then again [21, eq. (37.4)] and (6.8) imply that V4 is conformally flat. It
follows that {x} is necessarily type C and nonorthogonal.
Since in an Einstein space, Hamilton-Jacobi separability implies Laplace-Bel-
trami separability [1], [5], it follows that Theorem 4 holds when Laplace-Beltrami
separability is replaced by Hamilton-Jacobi separability, and V4 is an Einstein space.
Furthermore, since CP 2 with the Fubini-Study metric (2.8) is a conformally anti
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self-dual Einstein space, we can combine Theorems 3 and 4 with the well-known fact
[19], [20] that there are precisely two separable coordinate systems on S2 to obtain:
COROLLARY. There are precisely two separable coordinate systems on CP 2. They are
the two induced by Theorem 3 from spherical and elliptic coordinates on S 2.
These two coordinate systems are given by equations (6.1) and (6.4) with n= 2.
Furthermore, theconstants of the motion are given by c2(su(3)), PI, P2 and for
(i) spherical coordinates by c2 =c2(su(2))
(ii) elliptic coordinates by c23 + ac3
where in (6.4) we have taken e-0, e2- 1, e "-a, and cij is given by(4.6).
C. n-3 and 4. For C p3 there are precisely six classes of separable systems with
three ignorable coordinates. These come from [23, systems (1), (3), (6), (13) and (17)] in
the real case there are two inequivalent classes of type (13), see [24, Table 1]. For Cp4
there are 14 systems on S4 which are inequivalent under S0(5, C). These are given by
[25, classes i, V(i), VI, VII(i), VIII and X]. The inequivalent types under the real group
SO(5,g) can be worked out from these. For all of the systems mentioned above the
constants of the motion on S and S4 can be read off and transformed by (4.5) to
constants of the motion on p3 and C p4, respectively, it is then a straightforward task
to write down the separated equations in each case.
7. Conclusions. The main result of this paper can be formulated as an algorithm.
In order to find all conjugacy classes of coordinate systems in C p having an additive
separation of variables in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1.1) (or multiplicative separa-
tion in the Laplace-Beltrami equation (1.2)), proceed as follows:
1. Introduce n complex coordinates zk and put
Sk(7.1) z= e’, <_k<__nSn+
where
(7.2) +Sn+
i.e., s (i= 1,.- .,n + 1) are cartesian coordinates in R n+ .
2. Find all separable coordinate systems {O,.. ",On} on the real sphere S for
which the free Hamilton-Jacobi (or free Laplace-Beltrami) equation on the sphere
allows a separation of variables and express si (1 _<i_<n + 1) in terms of these separable
coordinates. The corresponding equations on the sphere with the potential induced
from CP (see (3.7)) will, as we have shown, also separate. Substitute
(7.3) si-si(Ol... On), <__i<_n+
back into (7.1). Then the sets
(7.4)
p;ovide a complete list of representatives of all conjugacy classes of separable coordi-
nates on C P" with n ignorable coordinates.
Several comments are in order here.
1. For n-2, i.e. the complex projective plane C p2 we have proven that all
separable coordinate systems have precisely 2 ignorable coordinates, i.e. the maximum
possible number equal to the rank n of su(n + 1). Thus there exist precisely 2 separable
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coordinate systems in CP 2, induced by spherical and elliptic coordinates on S 2,
respectively.
2. The 2n integrals of motion in involution characterizing each separable system
are obtained as follows. The first n of them correspond to the ignorable coordinates
they form a basis for the Cartan subalgebra of su(n + 1) and can be identified with the
canonical momenta conjugated to ai:
<_i <_n.
The remaining n constants of motion A (including the Hamiltonian (1.1)) can be
interpreted as second order operators in the enveloping algebra of su(n + 1). Writing
the infinitesimal generators of su(n + 1) as (again by an abuse of notation)
(7.6) Tik--Eik--Eki, Sik=i(Eik+Eki), Hik:i(Eii--Ekk ) <-i<--k<-n+ 1,
in the defining representation of su(n+ 1), we can write the quadratic constants of
motion as n independent linear combinations of the n(n + 1)/2 Casimir invariants
(7.7) Cik 2Tik+ S,2+H, <_i <k <_n + l,
(i, k fixed) of the su(2) algebras (7.6). Thus
(7.8) Ar: X akcik, <_r<_n.
<i<k<_n+
The operators A can easily be restricted to C p or to S. Upon restriction to S the
Casimir operators Ck reduce to the form (4.5). The classification of coordinate systems
on S then reduces to a classification of sets of n operators in involution, all of them
being linear combinations of the squares of the generators of o(n + 1).
Several problems suggested by this paper are under active consideration:
1. The first concerns special function theory and the separation of variables on
C p in spherical coordinates (see 6A of this article). If we separate variables in the
Laplace-Beltrami equation, then (6.2) reduces to a system of 2n ordinary linear equa-
tions. The eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami equations are then expressed as
products of Jacobi functions (and exponentials euk*). The role of Jacobi polynomials
as basis functions of SU(n+ 1) representations in a basis corresponding to the sub-
group reduction SU(n + 1) D U(n) D U(n 1) D... U(2) U(1) makes it possible to
obtain relations for special functions, in particular addition formulas [26]. But now
more poweful methods are at our disposal. We can use the techniques of [12] by
constructing a simple model of SU(n / 1) acting on the sections of certain holomorphic
line bundles over Cp and relate this action to the action on harmonic polynomials--
namely the Jacobi polynomials. Furthermore, we have many more sets of bases than
that given by spherical coordinates. A detailed study of tractable coordinates should
give a wealth of special function identities.
2. The approach of this article has been to Hermitian hyperbolic spaces HH(n).
The noncompact group SU(n, 1) then plays the role that SU(n+ 1) plays for CP(n).
The results are much richer for HH(n) mainly because su(n, 1) has n+2 different
mutually nonconjugated maximal abelian subalgebras [27]-[28], each of them being of
dimension n and leading to different types of coordinate systems with n ignorable
variables [29].
3. Separation of variables on a sphere S is being studied for arbitrary n (the
results are at present known only for n--2, 3, and 4) [30].
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